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ELECTROMAGNETIC DIFFRACTION BY A UNIDIRECTIONALLY
CONDUCTING CIRCULAR DISK*

J. BOERSMA
Abstract. This paper is concerned with the diffraction of an electromagnetic wave

by a unidirectionally conducting circular disk.
First, the behavior of a time-harmonic electromagnetic field near the edge of an

rbitrary plane unidirectionally conducting screen is determined from the condition
that the energy density must be integrable over any finite domain.

Secondly, the problem of the diffraction of an arbitrary time-harmonic electro-
magnetic wave by a plane unidirectionslly conducting circular disk is treated for the
low-frequency case, i.e., the product ka of the wave number k and the disk radius a is
small. Expansions in powers of ka are derived for the far field, the scattered energy
and the field on the disk. Some special results for the case of plane-wave excitation
are presented.

1. Introduction. In his paper [17] Toraldo di Francia gave an approxi-
mate solution for the diffraction of a plane electromagnetic wave by a
circular disk composed of small wires. Such a screen was idealized as an
infinitely thin disk, perfectly conducting in one direction and insulating
in the orthogonal direction. This formulation led to a boundary value
problem which was solved approximately. The approximate solution is
valid when the radius of the disk is small compared to the wavelength of
the incident wave, i.e., when ka is small, where k is the wave number and
a is the radius of the disk. In fact Toraldo di Francia’s result is the first
term in a low-frequency series expansion in powers of ka for the scattered
field and for the scattering cross section. Toraldo di Francia’s analysis is
related to Bethe’s [4] solution for the diffraction of an electromagnetic
wave through a small circular hole in a perfectly conducting screen. The
reason for Toraldo di Francia’s investigation was to use the unidirectionally
conducting disk as a device for measuring the angular momentum carried
by a circularly polarized electromagnetic wave.

Toraldo di Francia’s paper started further research in diffraction problems
dealing with unidirectionally conducting screens, halfplanes and strips.
We mention papers by Karp [9], Radlow [12], Hurd [6], [7], Seshadri [13],
[14], [15], Seshadri and Wu [16], Karal and Karp [8], Karp and Karal [10].
In 2 of the present paper we investigate the behavior of an electro-

magnetic field near the edge of a plane unidirectionally conducting screen
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of arbitrary shape. Following the method of Meixner [11], expansions for
the electromagnetic field and for the surface charge density and current
density induced in the screen are derived, which are valid near the edge of
the screen. It turns out that the edge behavior for a unidirectionally
conducting screen is different from the edge behavior for a perfectly
conducting screen. The current density vanishes at the edge of the screen.
Actually, Toraldo di Francia [17], Karp [9] and others started from this
result and just proposed as their edge condition that the current density
should vanish at the edge of the screen.
In 3 we treat the diffraction of an arbitrary time-harmonic electro-

magnetic wave by a unidirectionally conducting circular disk. A method
is presented which yields in a systematic manner low-frequency series
expansions for the scattered field. By means of this method an arbitrary
number of terms of the expansions may be determined, though in practice
the calculation of the higher order terms becomes rather laborious. We
derive the scattered field from a Hertz vector which has a fixed direction
parallel to the direction of conduction of the disk. The Hertz vector has to
satisfy the reduced wave equation and a boundary condition on the disk
which contains a number of undetermined constants. As in the work of
Bazer and Brown [1], Bazer and Hochstadt [2], the Hertz vector is repre-
sented by suitable integrals. These integral representations which contain
certain unknown functions are designed to satisfy all conditions of the
problem except the boundary condition on the disk. The latter condition
leads to Fredholm integral equations of the second kind for the unknown
functions which may be solved by iteration when/ca is sufficiently small,
yielding series expansions in powers of/ca for the unknown functions. The
undetermined constants in the boundary condition follow from the edge
condition which has to be imposed on the Hertz vector in order to ensure
the proper edge behavior of the electromagnetic field. The scattered field
at a large distance from the disk, the scattered energy, the scattered field
on the disk, the current density and charge density induced in the disk
can easily be derived using the integral representations for the Hertz
vector. Low-frequency expansions for the various field quantities can be
calculated. Actually, these expansions were evaluated up to relative
order (/a)3.

Finally, in 4 the general results of 3 are specialized to the case of
plane-wave excitation. The first terms of the various series expansions are
in agreement with Toraldo di Francia’s [17] results.

2. Edge condition for a plane unidirectionally conducting screen. We
introduce rectangular coordinates x, y, z. An infinitely thin plane screen
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S occupies the part of the plane z 0 within the closed curve C given by

(2.1) x u(s), y v(s), z O,

where s denotes the arc length along C measured from a certain fixed point.
The functions u(s) and v(s) are assumed to be smooth. C is the edge of the
screen S. S is perfectly conducting in the direction of the x-axis and insu-
lating in the direction of the y-axis.
We will now investigate the behavior of a time-harmonic electromag-

netic field (time dependence e-i’t) near the edge C. Then, first, the electro-
magnetic field has to satisfy Maxwell’s equations,

V X E i0tH, V X H
(2.2)

V.E =0, V.H =0,

where e and denote the dielectric constant and the magnetic permeability
of the homogeneous medium which surrounds the screen. Secondly, the
following boundary conditions will hold on the unidirectionally conducting
screen S:

(i) E 0, (iii) [H] 0,
(2.3)

(ii) [E] 0, (iv) [Hz] 0.

The notation [w] denotes the difference between the values of w at the
upper and lower sides of S.

Following Meixner [11] we make two basic assumptions.
ASSVMeTION 1. The electromagnetic field near the edge C of the screen. S

can be expanded in a series in terms of powers of the distance to the edge.
ASSVMPTION 2. The electric and magnetic energy density will be in-

tegrable over any domain of three-dimensional space, including the edge C
of the screen S.
We introduce special orthogonal coordinates p, s, , suitable near the

edge C: s is the arc length along C; o, are polar coordinates in the plane
normal to C at s where the upper and lower sides of the screen S will cor-
respond to 0 and 2r respectively. Then. the rectangular coordi-
nates x, y, z and the coordinates o, s, are connected by

(2.4) x u(s) + or’ (s) cos h, y v (s) pu’ (s) cos , z p sin .
The line element in p, s, coordinates is given by

(2.5) (da) (dp) -- (1-- p cos ) (ds) + p (d/),
where

(2.6)
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denotes the curvature of C. In deriving (2.5) we used the relation
u’ (s) } -t- {v’ (s) 1. From (2.5) the metric coefficients are given by

(2.7) h 1, h 1 -4- p cos , h. p.

Hence, the following expressions will hold for the curl and divergence of
vector in the curvilinear p, s, /coordinates:

(v). {(+cos

(V X A). p (Ao) b (PA)

(v x ) ( +os)- (A)(l+cos)J}
v.n {( + cos )}- [ 0 {( + cos

Using ghese formulae (2.8), Maxwell’s equaUons (2.2) can be expressed in

0, , coordinages.

The angle between he direeUon of condueUon of gte screen S (i.e. ghe

x-axis) and ghe inward normal go he edge ag will be denoted by 0 0().
I is obvious ghag

(2.9) cos 0 v’(), sin 0 ’().
hen ghe boundary eondiUons (2.g) can be formulated as follows:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

E cos 0 -k- E, sin 0 0,

[-E, sin 0 -t- E, cos 0] 0,

[H, cos0+H, sin0] 0,

[H] O.

The notation [w] denotes the difference between the wlues of w for 0
nd 2r.
Now we investigate the behavior of the electromagnetic field in point

(p, s, ) for smll wlucs of p. In the following nlysis it is ssumed that
O(s) r/2, i.e., the direction of conduction is not prllel to the tngent
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to C at s. Of course such a condition cannot hold at each point s of C. At
the end of this section we will make some remarks about the edge behavior
of the electromagnetic field near such points s for which O(s) r/2.

According to Assumption 1, we expand the curvilinear components of
the electromagnetic field in series in terms of powers of p, the coefficients
of these powers being functions of s and . We assume that the leading terms
of these expansions can be represented in the following form:

Ep pta(s, ), Hp pta(s, ),

(2.11.) E8 ptfl(s, ), H, ptb(s, ),

H ptc(s, ).

According to Assumption 2, we have to require > -1.
The leading terms (2.11) are substituted into Maxwell’s equations (2.2),

using (2.8). Then we obtain the following equations for

oA o, o,

O_a (t + 1)- 0, (t -t- 1)a -4- - 0.

A similar set of equations holds when a, , "y are replaced by a, b, c.
The general solution of (2.12) is given by

a(s, ) a(s) sin (t -t- 1)b -t-,(s) cos (t -[- 1),

(2.13) ,(s, ) a(s) cos (t - 1) ,(s) sin (t -t- 1),

t(s,h) 0 if 0, (s,) (s) if 0.

The functions a(s), (s), ,(s) are undetermined functions of s.
According to (2.10) the following boundary conditions have to be satis-

fied:

a(s,O) cosO+(s,O) sinO a(s, 2r) cosO+(s, 2) sinO =0,

a(s, O) sin 0 fl(s, O) cos 0 a(s, 2r) sin 0 fl(s, 2r) cos O,

which conditions are equivalent to

(s, o) (s, 2), (s, o) (s, 2),
(2.14)

a(s, O) cos 0 -t- fl(s, O) sin 0 O.

When (2.13) is substituted into (2.14), nonzero solutions for
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(s, .,), 3’(s, ,,) only exist if 1/2n, where n is an arbitrary integer, in
which case -y (s) 0 if 0, and -y (s) fl (s) tan 0 if 0.
The general solution of the set of equations for a(s, ), b(s, ,), c(s, /)

is also given by (2.13) when a,/, -y are replaced by a, b, c. The functions
a(s), b(s), c(s) are again undetermined functions of s. The boundary con-
ditions (2.10) determine the values of for which nonzero solutions for
a(s, ,,), b(s, ), c(s, /) exist, viz., n, where n is an arbitrary integer.

It is clear now that the expansions of the electromagnetic field near the
edge only contain integral and half-integrM powers of p. Owing to the
requirement > -1, the leading term in the expansion of the electric field
will contain a factor p-1/2, whereas the leading term in the expansion of the
magnetic field will contain a factor p0.
The expansions for the electromagnetic field will now be calculated up

to and including terms of order pl/s. In accordance with the foregoing re-
sults we state the following expansions.

sin 1/2k + {ai(s) sin St(s) tan 0 cos

+ t,=,(s, ) +
(2.15) J fit(s) 4- p’/s(s, b) -!-O(p),

I’ p-/Sao(S) cos 1/2/+ {at(s) cos b 4- fit(s) tan 0 sin 1
+ ’(s, ) +

H {a(s) sin + c(s) cos } + p’%(s, ) + O(p),

H b(s) + pl%(s, ) + O(p),
1/2H {a(s) cos b ct(s) sin b} 4- o cg.(s, ) -+- O(p),

where the functions as,/3s, 3’., a2, bs, cs have to be determined. Substitu-
tion of (2.15) and (2.16) into Maxwell’s equations (2.2) and into the
boundary conditions (2.10) leads to a set of equations and boundary con-
ditions for these functions which can be solved. Ultimately, the following
expansions will hold for the electromagnetic field near the edge C of the
plane unidirectionally conducting screen S:

Ep p s) sin {- 4- {a(s) sin tt(s) tan 0 cos

+ pt/{-{a0(s)sin 1/2k-!- as(s) sin k} 4- O(p),

(2.17) E (s) q- 2p/ao’(S) sin. 1/2k + O(p),

E p ao(S) cos1/24- {at(s) cosf+flt(s) tan0sin}

+ o/{{oo(s) cos 1/2 + o_(s) cos -1 + 0(o)"
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(2.18)

Hp {at(s) sin + cl(s) cos }

+ 2iepllao(s) tan 0 cos -b + O(p),

H, b(s) 2iepl/2ao(S) cos 1/2-t-O(p),

H al(s) cos c(s) sin }
-2iaep11ao(S) tan 0 sin + O(p).

The functions ai(s), i(s), /i(s), ai(s), bl(s), ci(s) are undetermined
functions of s.
From the discontinuities of the normal component of the electric field

and of the tangential components of the magnetic field across the screen
we derive the following expansions for the surface charge density and for
the current density I (Ip, I8) induced in the screen.

(2.19) I, [-Hs] 4ioeplao(S) + O(p),

I [H] 4ieplao(S) tan 0 + O(p).

It follows easily from (2.19) that the rectangular components (I, I)
of the current density I are given by

(2.20) I 4iopl/ao(S) sec 0 + O(p), I O(p),

in agreement with the screen being perfectly conducting in the direction of
the x-axis nd insulating in the direction of the y-axis. In fct, the com.-
ponent Iu will be zero. According to (2.19) the current density vanishes
t the edge of the screen where p 0. We remark that Torldo di Frnci
[17], Krp [9], nd others just stated their edge condition to be the re-
quirement that the current density should wnish t the edge of the screen.
For comparison we quote the edge behavior of n electromagnetic

field near the edge of perfectly conducting screen. According to Meixner
[11] the leding terms of the expansions for the p, s, C-components of the
electromagnetic field nd for the charge nd current density re given by
these estimates"

E O(p-l), H, 0(-1/), z O(p-l/),

(2.21) E O(pl), H 0(1), I O(pl’),

E O(p-), H 0(-’), L O(p-’).

The behavior of the electric field and of the charge density is rather the
same for the unidirectionally conducting screen and for the perfectly con-
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ducting screen. However, the magnetic field will be finite and the current
density will even vanish at the edge of a unidirectionally conducting screen,
whereas at the edge of a perfectly conducting screen only the tangential
component of the magnetic field is finite and only the normal component
of the current density vanishes, the other components becoming infinite at
the edge.
The expansions (2.17) and (2.18) refer to the total electromagnetic field,

so when dealing with diffraction of an incident wave (E, Hi) by the uni-
directionally conducting screen S, the vectors E, H in (2.17), (2.18) stand
for the sum of the incident wave and the scattered wave (E’*, Hs). Now we
assume that the incident wave is due to sources which are not located on
S; then E, H are certainly finite at the edge of S. Hence, the scattered
field (E8, H’) will show the edge behavior as prescribed by (2.17), (2.18):

E 0(p-1/2), E, 0(1), E O(p-),
(2.22)

Hp’ 0(1), Hs’ 0(1), It8= 0(1).

The scattered wave (E8, H8) can be understood to be due to the current
density I in the screen S. Because this current density has a fixed direction,
the scattered field can be derived from a Hertz vector II which has the
same direction, parallel to the direction of conduction of S, according to

(2.23) E (1/e)V X X II, H -i0V X II.

Let H denote the length of the vector II; then the p, s, @-components
of II are given by

(2.24) Hp lI cos 0 cos , II, II sin 0, II, --II cos 0 sin .
We will now derive an edge condition to be imposed on the function

II(p, s, b) in order to ensure that the corresponding scattered wave as
given by (2.23) shows the proper edge behavior. It is clear that the func-
tion II(p, s, b) can be expanded in a series in terms of integral and half-
integral powers of p, valid near the edge of the screen S. We assume that
the leading term of this expansion is given by

(2.25) H p(s, ).

From (2.25) we calculate the leading term in the expansion of V X II
using (2.8) and we require that it agree with the leading term in the ex-

pansion of H. It turns out that only the following solutions are possible:
O, 5(s, b) d(s) or 1. Hence, the function II(p, s, ) can be repre-

sented by

(2.26) H(p, s, z) d(s) -t-" O(p)
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where d(s) is an undetermined function of s. The characteristic feature of
the expansion (2.26) is the fact that the term of order pl. is lacking. This
feature will be used as the edge condition to be imposed on lI(p, s, ).
So, in 3 we will require that the expansion of the Hertz vector component
H(p, s, ) near the edge of the unidirectionally conducting disk does not
contain a term of order p12. It will turn out that this condition determines
uniquely the solution of the problem of the diffraction by a unidirectionally
conducting circular disk.
The foregoing results can be checked by comparison to the edge behavior

of certain exact solutions to diffraction problems for a unidirectionally
conducting halfplane: cf. Karp [9], Radlow [12], Hurd [6], Seshadri [14].
We will examine Karp’s [9] solution to the diffraction of a plane electro-
magnetic wave,

(2.27)
H A exp li(klx 4- k2y 4- lcaz t)},

E (c/io)v H,
by a halfplane x >- 0, -oo < y < oo, z 0, which is only conducting
in a direction which makes an angle a, 0 <= a < r/2, with the positive
x-axis. Karp derives the scattered wave from a scalar function u(x, y, z),
according to

(2.28) H V X u, Y,’= -(c/i)v X v X u,

whereu is a vector of length u(x, y, z) parallel to the direction of conduction.
Actually, the function u(x, y, z) corresponds to our function II(p, s,
Karp formulates boundary conditions similar to (2.3) and an edge condi-
tion which requires that the current density vanish at the edge of the half-
plane. The exact solution has a somewhat complicated form, but as Karp
mentions the solution can be reduced to an expression in terms of Frcsnel
integrals. We made this reduction, yielding

(2.29)

u(x, y, z) DI //2(KJr’rK kt)

exp [iKp cos ( 0)]F sin

+ exp [iKp cos

2 cos
exp [igp cos (

2
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where
x pcos, z psin, 0__< _<_ 2r,

(2.30) cos o lc/K, sin o-- %/K- k/K, 0 < bo < -2cos c/K, sin i%/c K/K, i, > O.

The symbols D1, K, cl are introduced in [9]. The Fresnel integral F(w) is
defined by

(2.31) F(w) e

The function u(x, y, z) can be expanded in powers of o, the distance to
the edge"

u(x, y, z) D ,1/ rK

[e’/;{(cosl0-
+ iK cos

KP:(1+4 cos 26 cos20cos1/20
1-4-cos 26 cos2)t_dS-(2Kp)z sin (cos 0- cos k) + O(p)

Note that no term of order pl/2 occurs in this expansion. In fact the re-
quirement of a vanishing term of order p/ determined the unknown co-
efficient a in [9].

Similar expansions may be derived for the scattered field near the edge
of the hMfplane using (2.28) and (2.32). It was found that these expan-
sions agreed with the results (2.17) and (2.18).
Radlow [12] treated the diffraction of a dipole field by a unidirectionMly

conducting halfplane. He also investigated the edge behavior of the
diffracted field. His results agree with the expansions derived from Karp’s
solution except that H will be of order p0 and not of order p/ near the
edge of the halfplane.

Finally, we have to return to the case O(s) r/2 for a certain point s
of the edge C. In that case it turns out that the boundary conditions (2.14)
do not determine any longer the exponent occurring in the leading terms
of the expansions of the electromagnetic field near the edge. As a matter of
fact, any value of > -1 would be compatible with the boundary con-
ditions (2.14). Hence, using Meixner’s method we cannot make any state-
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ment about the behavior of the electromagnetic field and of the Hertz
vector near a point s of the edge C for which O(s) /2.

In order to overcome this difficulty we make a third assumption.
ASSUMPTION 3. The behavior of the electromagnetic field and of the

Hertz vector near the edge of a unidirectionMly conducting screen is the
same Mong the whole edge.
Hence near point s for which 0(s) /2, the scattered electromagnetic

field nd the Hertz vector will show n edge behavior s given by (2.22)
nd (2.26) respectively. It is clear that Assumption 3 cnnot led to inad-
missible solutions, because, the edge behavior of the scattered electro-
mgnetic field being given by (2.22), the electric nd mgnetic energy
density re certainly integrble up to the edge of the screen. In 3, when
deMing with diffraction by unidirectionMly conducting circular disk, we
will see that the edge condition for the Hertz vector wlid Mong the whole
edge determines the solution uniquely. Hence, ssuming that the boundary
wlue problem of 3 hs unique solution, the solution of 3 is the correct
one nd it stisfies Assumption 3.
We remark that the results (2.22) nd (2.26) describing the edge be-

havior of the scattered electromagnetic field nd of the Hertz vector do
not hold for hMfplne which is only conducting in direction prMlel
to its edge, i.e., for cse in which 0(s) /2 for ech point s of the edge.
Using Krp’s [9] method, we derived the following solution for the diffrac-
tion of the plane wve (2.27) by such hMfplne. The function u(x, y, z)
expressed in terms of Fresnel integrMs is given by the following expression:

u(x y z)=D - l) e-4e
2 cos

(2.33) .{exp [iKpcos (--

2 /)

The same symbols have been used as in [9] and (2.29). The function
u(x, y, z) can be expanded in powers of p yielding this expansion:

t/2(K + ]1) e-’iZ4eiu(x, y, z) D1 ,/ ’ 2 cos 1/2bo

ei/4/ 1 + iKp cos cos 0 (1 + cos 24 cos 2o)

1 1(2Kp) /e sin 5, cos o
i (2Kp) 312 sin

3 3
cos 5 0 + O(p/) 1
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We notice that in this case the expansion of u(x, y, z) does contain a term
of order p1/2. Similar expansions can be derived for the scattered and for
the total electromagnetic field near the edge, using (2.28) and (2.34). It
turns out that the behavior of the total electromagnetic field near the edge
of the halfplane is the same as in the case of a perfectly conducting half-
plane, i.e., the edge behavior is given by (2.21).

3. Diffraction by a unidirectionally conducting circular disk. Introducing
rectangular coordinates x, y, z and cylindrical coordinates r, , z connected
by x r cos C, y r sin, 0 <- < 2, a plane infinitely thin circular disk
occupies the regionx2+y <= a,z =0, orr=< a, 0-< < 2,z 0. The
disk is perfectly conducting in the direction of the x-axis and insulating in
the direction of the y-axis. An electromagnetic wave (E, H) impinges upon
the disk. The vectors E, H will show a time dependence e-’, this factor
being omitted in what follows. The scattered electromagnetic wave is
denoted by (E, H). Then the following boundary value problem can be
formulated for (E’,H’)

(i) (E’, H") satisfies Maxwell’s equations,

V X E ioH8, V XH --i0E8,

V.E 0, V.H 0;

(ii) E’. -E, [E] 0, [H’] 0, [H/] 0 on the disk,
i.e., whenz 0, x2+y =< a2;

(iii) (E’, H’) satisfies Sommerfcld’s radiation condition at infinity;
(iv) the behuvior of (E, H") near the edge of the disk is given by

(2.22).
The boundary conditions (ii) are a consequence of the conditions (2.3),

where (E, H) stands for the total electromagnetic wave, viz., (E, H)
(E+E8,H+H).
The scattered wave is now derived from a Hertz vector II which is parallel

to the x-axis according to (2.23). When the length of the Hertz vector is
denoted by II(x, y, z), (2.23) can be written out as

(3.1)

1 OH 1
e OxOy’ e OxOz’

Oil

Oy

where we used the fact that lI (x, y, z) is a solution of the reduced wave equa-
tion AH 4- kII 0, k 0(et)1. Now the Hertz vector component
II (x, y, z) has to satisfy the following conditions"

(i) II is a solution of the reduced wave equation, AII 4- ]cI.I 0;
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(ii)

(3.2)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)

on the disk, i.e., when z 0, x + y2 <_ a,
02II
3X

II satisfies Sommerfeld’s radiation condition at infinity;
OII/Oz 0 when z 0, x + y2 > a
the expansion of II near the edge of the disk does not contain a
term of order p112 where p is the distance to the edge.

The boundary condition (ii) is implied by (3.1) and the condition
E, -E, on the disk. Further, it follows from a well-known relationship
between the Hertz vector and the current density induced in the disk that
II(x, y, z) is an even function of z. Hence, the boundary values II(x, y, + 0),
H(x, y, --0) (x + y _-< a) assumed at the upper and lower sides of the disk
are equal and the remaining boundary conditions for the scattered wave are
automatically fulfilled. Condition (iv) also follows from the function II
being even in z. The edge condition (v) to be imposed on II was derived in
2, or. (2.26).

It is our goal to derive in a systematic manner series expansions in powers
of ka for the Hertz vector II, for the scattered field on the disk and at a large
distance from the disk, for the scattered energy and for the current density
and surface charge density induced in the disk. The method will be illus-
trated by actually calculating the first few terms of the various expansions.
We assume that the x-component of the incident electric field on the disk

can be expanded in a Taylor series of the following form:

(",3.3) lxi(X, y, O) E E mn(i]cx)m(iY) n"
m=0 n=0

The double series will be convergent over the whole disk x + y =< a and
the coefficients em will be real and independent of x and y. For several
practical examples, e.g., for the case of plane-wave excitation these assump-
tions are fulfilled.
A double series of similar type will represent II (x, y, 0),

(3.4) H(x, y, O) (e.E/]c) a,,(ikx)’(iky) ’,
m=0 n=0

where the coefficients a have to be determined. It is assumed that (3.4) is
Mso convergent over the whole disk + y -<_ a. As a mtter of fct, it cn
be shown that the convergence of (3.3) implies the convergence of (3.4);
hence we may assume the convergence of the latter series at the outset.

In order to satisfy the boundary condition (3.2) the coefficients a and
e.,., must be connected by the relation

(3.5) a,,,-- (zn+ 1)(m+2)a,+2., era,,, m,n 0,1,2,....
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In the following analysis we take into account only a finite number of
terms of the series (3.4).

H(x, y, 0) eE/lc)[aoo nt- ilc(aoz + aoly)

k(aox anxy aoy)
-ilc(aox axy axy aoy)

+ ]c(aox + alxy + axy + axy + ao4y4) + 0(a)],
where a ka.

Changing to polar coordinates .r, we get

H(r, , 0) --(eE/lc)

aoo (ao +ao) + (aao + a + 8ao)

+ ilcr cos 4 ao ----(3aao @ a)

{a kr
+ikrsin o (a+ 3ao)

2r2+ COS 2 -- a20 + a02 + ]c2re(a40- a04)}
(3.()

]2r2

ilca.r ilcr+ cos 3( ao + a) + -- sin( a + ao)

]g4r4
+ g cos 4(ao- a + ao4)

sin 44(aat- aa) + O(a)

Now the Hertz vector component II(x, y, z) or II(r, 4, z) will be repre-
sented by

(eE/)aoofo(r, z) (ao + ao) Go(r, z)

+ i cos 4{aoF:t(r, z)

+ i sin aoF(r, z) (a
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(3.7)
-t- 1/2 cos 2 l(--a20 -t- ao2)F2(r, z) -- (a4o ao4)G2(r, z)}-- 1/2 sin 2l-allF2(r, z) + 1/2(a31 -- a3)G.(r, z)l

i i
cos 3(- a3o -- a12)F3(r, z) + - sin 3(-- a21 -- ao)Fa(r, z)

cos 4(a0 a22 + a04) F4 (r, z)-- sin 4(a1 a)Ft(r, z) -- 0(a)],

where the functions F,(r, z), G, (r, z), H,(r, z) have to satisfy the follow-
i.ng conditions.
(i) F sin m, F. cos m, G sin m, G cos m, H sin me, H cos m$

are solutions of the reduced wave equation; hence,

0 1 0 0 m2)-- -- -- - k -- F.(r,z)

1 O 0 m2)++.+c-T a(r,z) =0,

0 1 0 0 m2)
(ii) F.-- (tr) ", G, (kr)’+2, H, (]r)+t whenz 0, r-<_ a.
(iii) F, G, H stisfy Sommerfeld’s radiation condition at infinity.
(iv) F, G, H re even functions of z; hence,

OF,,, OG. OHM 0 when z 0, r > a.
Oz Oz Oz

Owing to (iv) it is sufficient to consider F,, G,, H, only for z >= 0.
The boundary value problems for F, G, H are closely related to

certain boundary wlue problems which rise t the diffraction of scalar
wve by circular perture in rigid screen. An interesting method of
solution for these problems ws presented by Bzer nd Brown [1], Bzer
nd Hochstdt [2]. We will now pply their method to the present problem.
Therefore we introduce the following Bzer and Hochstdt type integral
representations for the functions F, G, H:

(3.8) F(r, z) r
explilcx/r2 + (z + iat)2} f.(t) dt,

%// + (z + iat)

where the unknown function f(t) is required to be n even function of
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and to satisfy the conditions

(3.9) dm(1) 0, j 0,1 m-- 1
dt

Similar representations hold for the functions Gin, Hm after replacing
f,,(t) by the unknown functions g,(t), h,,(t) respectively, which are re-
quired to have similar properties as f(t).
These integral representations automatically satisfy conditions (i),

(iii) and (iv). Using the technique developed by Boersma [5], condition
(ii) leads to Fredholm integral equations of the second kind for the func-
tions f(t)/(1 t), g(t)/(1 t), and h(t)/(1 t). The kernel
of these integral equations is small when a is small. In the latter case the
integral equations can be solved by iteration yielding expansions in powers
of a for the functionsf, g, h.

Actually, the present boundary value problems are contained within a
boundary value problem treated in [5]. In [5, 2.4] we calculated a func-
tion f()(t), m 1, occurring in a Bazer and Hochstadt type integral
representation, which integral assumed the boundary value J(
for z 0, r a. From this function f()(t) we derive the following ex-
pansions for the functions f, g, h when m 1, 2, 3

(-- 1)a+:
f,,(t) 2r(m + ) a(1 t)

1 --2(2m_ 1)(2m+ l)
a 9a ,+O(a4)

3..o
(- 1)a+

g(t) =2r(m+])a (1-)[m+ +O(a:)],

hm(t) (--1)a+ ( t)o(.+),

where6.= 1if m= 1,6,=0ifm 1.
The functions fi, g0, ho can be quoted in a similar manner from Bazer and

Hochstadt [2, 7]"

fo(t)

( 4 16 2 +t) + 0()
go(t) 2a

a
2i 4 1-+ -+t +o(

8a [tho(t) . + 0(.)].
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We remark that

f,(t)/a’+ O(a),

h,(t)/a"+ O(a’+),
g(t)/a"+ O(a’+-),

from which follows by means of (3.8),

F,(r, z) O(a’), G,(r, z) O(a’+2), H(r, z) O(a’*+),

(3.13)

f()(]) 0();(a40- a2 -t- a04)
a5

(a0 -t- a02) go( 1
a

1
-t- (3a40 -t- a + 3a04) h0(al)

f(1)( 1 1 g1(1) 1
al0 (3a10 + a.)

a 4 a

fl(1)( 1 1 g(1) 1
a0 (al + 3a03)

a 4 a

1

f()(1)
a

0();

0();

0();

0();

O(a);

0();

f4(4)

(a3 ala) (1)
a

0().

lowing equations"

fo(1) 1
a00

a 2

at a finite distance from the disk.
We still have to satisfy the edge condition for the Hertz vector II(r, , z)"

In a point at distance p from the edge, the expansion of H in powers of p
does not contain a term of order pi.. We use the following formula of Bazer
and Hochstadt [2], which describes the behavior of F,(r, z) when r

a -t- o cos ,, z p sin ,, p > 0, 0 =< / =< ; i.e., in a point at a dis-
tance p trom the edge,

F(a + p cos , p sin ,)

12/f()(1) cos + 0
(3.12)

F,(a, O) a,+
/, (m)where j (1) denotes the ruth derivative of f,,(t) at 1. Similar

expansions hold for the functions G, H. Using this formula the expan-
sion for H(r, , z) near the edge of the disk can easily be obtained. The
term of order p in this expansion is set equal to zero leading to the fol-
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These nine equations for the fifteen unknown coefficients a,, m, n
0,1, 2, m + n __< 4, have to be supplemented by six equations (3.5).

Then, the final solution is given by

aoo eoo a eoo a + ---i- e + -- + ] +
2 2

alo --Ooa + 0(a); ao --eoa -F 0(a);

eoo eoo ell
a2o a -f- O(aa); a ---= a -t-- O(aa);

2 2

ao2

(3.14) aao

eooF( 7 e2o

2 ]-6 eoo - 5 5
eo. + 0();

eOl Cg2eo F 0() a. + 0( );
6 2

eol o2eo t- 0(); ao - o( );a12
6 2

eoo e2o t- 0 (a); aa enao 24 12 6

eoo Co2 0 (o); alaa22 4 2

5 eo eo F 0 (-)ao4 --- eoo -t 12 2

These results are substituted into (3.7) together with the functions
f,, g,, h, as given by (3.10), (3.11). Then we obtain the following expan-
sion for the Hertz vector component II(r, , z)"

H(r, , z) (E/7) a
exp il//- + (z + iat)
/ -t- (z + iat)

{eoo- + (5 eoo

f_ia es 4

5 i] + eo) at2} (1 ’) dt

exp {il/ + (z + iat) e__o a.( 1 t) dt
/r2-F (z + iat) 9

(3.15) ia sin
exp ik/- + (z + iat) eo___ as(1 t) dt

%/r + (z + iat) 3

cos 24) r
exp {i/0%/-/+ (z + iat)1

%/ + (z -at- iat)
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eoo e20

_
e02’ ca t2\- 90 ] (1 dt

(r1-a sin 2 r
exp i; + (z + iat)

@) + (z + iat)

el_ a4(1 t2) dt -- O(aS)90 _!

Next, we investigate the behavior of the Hertz vector component H at
large distance R from the disk. According to Bazer and Hochstadt [2]

their integral representation assumes the following asymptotic value at a
point r R sin 0, z R cos 0 for large values of R"

where

( 0)m f_l exp lit//-r+ (z + iat)2} f(t)dt A(O) er - /--- (z-- iat) R

A (0) 2 (i/ sil 0) cosh (at cos O) f(t) dt,

in the case that f(t) is an even function of t. This result holds for 0 =< 0 <- r.

Using this formula we derive an expansion in. powers of a for the asymptotic
value of the Hertz vector component H at a large distance R from the disk:

H(R sin 0, , R cos 0)

(3.16) 3lca e00+ e00 5 o0sin
1 0}+ e0 sin 0 sin 4 e00 sin + 0() R

Introducing spherical coordinates R, O, 4 according o r R sin 0,
z R cos 0, 0 N 0 N , ig can easily be shown, using (2.2g), (a.16),
he components of ghe seaered field in spherical eoordinages assume he
following asympgofie values for large values of R"

E 0, H" 0,

(3.17) Eo’/ H’()" cos 0 cos ,

Substitution of H as given by (3.16) yields series expansions in powers of
a for the usymptotic vMues of the scattered field components.

Integration of the Poynting vector over a sphere of infinitely increasing
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radius yields the following result for the average scattered energy E,c

.,:o i,.-, v/; {I .,:0" + ’,’ 1R sin 0 d dO
R d0

(a.18) 641N la
27

a

eg0+e00 eo0-ge,o-ge +0()

In order to calculate the scattered field on the circular disk we need the
values of H and OH/Oz for z 0, r < a. From Bazer and Hoehstadt [2]
we quote that their integral representation and its normal derivative
sume the following limiting values on the circular disk:

lim r
exp {ik) + (z + iat) Z(t) dt

..+o @ + (z + iat)

@(r/a)cos
r f(t)dt

(r/)-t

2 sinh {at- (r/a) } f(t)dt;+ a t- (/a)

lim
0

r
exp ik@r+ (z + iat)} f(t) dt

+o O ] + (z + iat)

2r f/a eosh {a$ (r/a)- (r/a)
valid for r < a in the ease that f() is an even function of $. Using these
formulae, (3.15) and (3.1) and transforming back from polar coordinates
r, 4 to rectangular coordinates z, y, the following expansions have been
derived for the scattered field on the disk:

E" --E[e00 + ik(eox + eoy) k(eoZ + ezy + eoy)

+ 0(a")] E (in agreemeng with (2.3));

E ( 1 ) k{ (la 1)E.=E --ik eox+se0y + e --g +x:
+(eo0+2eo)xy+sey +0(

1: . 4E (a x -y)
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(iI 4 5)316eoo+ge2o-t- eo x --01xy

id e + e.o + -f-go e xy elly + O(

H’= 0;

H.+/- +/-4i]E (a x y eoo - i] eox - - eoly

k{(34 1 7 )a. (11 .1-% 4 )eoo eo + eo eoo + eo + eo

l exY eoo eo + eo y + O(

(;.20) H" --iE eooy + ilc eo --a + x + eoxy

+eoy +] eax+ eoo-eo+eo ay

ex eoo + eo x y exy

The upper and lower signs refer o he upper and lower sides of he circular
disk.
Expansions for he eurreng densigy I (I, I) and for he surface

charge densigy induced in ghe disk can be derived from he diseonginuiies

in ghe gangengial ma.egie field and in the normal eleegrie field aeross ghe

circular disk, vi.,

(a.21) I 2Hu"+, I 0, 2 eE,"+.

It is clear that the results of this section can be extended, yielding an
arbitrary number of terms of the series expansions for the various field
quantities. However, the calculation of the higher order terms in these
expansions requires an increasing amount of labor.
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FinMly, we compare the solution of the present boundary value problem
with the solutions of some related boundary value problems, presented by
Bazer and Rubenfeld [3], Boersma [5]. Bazer and Rubenfeld [3] treat the
diffraction of an arbitrary time-harmonic electromagnetic wave through a
circular aperture in an infinite pbme perfectly conducting screen. Boersma
[5] considers the diffraction of a plane electromagnetic wave by a perfectly
conducting circular disk. In both papers the transmitted or scattered wave
respectively is derived from a Hertz vector. The components of this Hertz
vector and their boundary values in the aperture or on the disk can be
expanded in Fourier series with respect to 4, leading to separate boundary
value problems for the harmonics of the Hertz vector components. These
boundary value problems are solved by means of suitable Bazer and Hoch-
stadt [2] type integral representations. For each of these boundary value
problems the boundary conditions contain an unknown constant which fol-
lows from the edge condition. Each of these constants can be determined
independently of the remaining ones.
The present boundary value problem does not show this seprability

because (3.2) is not separable in polar coordinates r, ; hence, the value of
the Itertz vector component H on the disk does not have a simple Fourier
series expansion. Therefore the boundary value problem cannot be split into
separate boundary value problems for the various harmonics of II. Like-
wise, the unknown constants am, have to be determined simultaneously.
Probably for the same reason no exact solution in terms of spheroidal wave
functions has been given until now for the present boundary value prob-
lem. These considerations make it clear that the diffraction, problem for a
unidirectionally conducting disk is in a certain sense more complicated than
the diffraction problem for a perfectly conducting disk.

4. The special case of plane-wave excitation. In this section we apply
the foregoing results to the special case where the incident wave is an
arbitrary plane wave. The plane of incidence will make an angle with the
x-axis, and the angle of incidence is denoted by ,. Two cases must be dis-
tinguished according to whether the electric vector is polarized parallel
or perpendicular to the plane of incidence.

In the case of parallel polarization, the rectangular components of the
incident electromagnetic field are given by

E, (E cos cos , E cos , sin N, -E sin -y)

exp {ik(x sin y cos fl -t- y sin "y sin -4- z cos 3’) iot},
(4.1)

H V//u E sin 5, E cos 5, 0)

exp {ilc(x sin y cos q- y sin y sin 5 q- z cos /)
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The component E on the disk z 0, x + y2 -< a:, has the following
double series expansion:

Ex )E cos cos 3 COS

(sin , sin /)
n!

ikx)’ ilcy )’;

hence (compare (3.3)),

(4.3) e cos cos v
(sin v)m+(sin )(cos fl)m

m! n!

Substitution of these coefficients em as given by (4.3) into the results of
3 leads to certain special expansions for the various field quantities, these
expansions being extensions to Toraldo di Francia’s [17] results. We only
state the expansion for the scattered energy E (cf. (3.18)), from which
we derive the following result for the scattering cross section A

Asc :E
128a2 I (27 1 sin v)27

a cos tScos2( 1+ - 5

In the case of perpendicular polarization, the rectangular components of
the incident electromagnetic field are given by

E (E sin f, -E cos , 0)

exp {i/(x sin /cos fl q- y sin , sin fl q- z cos ) itl,
(4.5)

H V/e- (E cos V cos f, E cos , sin /, -E sin ,)

exp {i/c (x sin v cos q- y sin v sin /q- z cos v) iot}.

The coefficients e (of. (3.3)) will be

(4.6) e sin
(sin V)+(si )(cos)

m!n!

Substitution of these coefficients again leads to certain expansions for the
various field quantities, which are in agreement with Toraldo di Francia’s
[17] results. We only give the following expansion for the scattering cross
section A,

(4.7) A, 128a
aasin/ 1 if- \25--S sinv q- O(a)

Finally, similar to Toraldo di Francia [17], we deal with the case of a
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circularly polarized normally incident plane wave. Then the scattering
cross section A is given by

(4.8) A, l-t-- -t-O(a)

which is an extension of Toraldo di Francia’s result. As Toraldo di Francia
has shown, this scattering cross section is equal to the angular momentum
cross section, i.e., the average mechanical moment exerted by the incident
wave on the disk divided by the average angular momentum carried by the
wave across a unit surface of the x, y plane per refit time, both moments
being taken about the z-axis.
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